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Abstract 

This paper studies numerically the rise of diapirs and the consequences of diapir-driven crustal flow. The ascent 
of diapirs imposes a convective flow pattern concentrated mostly in the low-viscosity lower crust in which the rocks 
immediately surrounding the diapir are dragged upwards and rocks a few radii to the sides of the diapir are pushed 
downwards to fill the gap left by the rising mass. There are two main consequences of this flow. One, warm and water 
undersaturated rocks may undergo decompression melting when dragged upwards. This is shown to enhance the ability of 
a diapir to intrude the crust, because the partially molten wall rocks gain buoyancy and add to the total buoyancy of the 
diapir, which regains part of the energy it spent on heating and dragging the surroundings. Two, the downward flow of 
rocks renews the magma source with potentially fertile rocks, which may undergo melting and give rise to a new diapir 
which will follow the same path as the first one and repeat the process, giving rise to a sequence of diapirs. Whereas source 
renewal is a direct result of diapirism, magma transport through dykes leads to the accumulation of refractory restite in the 
source which will eventually prevent further melting. Diapirism and decompression melting may lead to strong recycling 
of the lower crust and give rise to large volumes of melt. Sequential diapirism may explain nested plutons and multipulse 
mid- to upper-crustal batholiths. 
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1. In troduct ion  

The mechanisms of  magma ascent and emplace- 
ment in the crust have been widely debated in the 
literature (e.g., Clemens and Mawer, 1992; Paterson 
and Fowler, 1993; Brown, 1994; Weinberg, 1994; 
Weinberg and Podladchikov, 1994). Debate concen- 
trates on whether felsic plutons are a result of  the 
diapiric ascent o f  magmas or a combination of  dyk- 
ing and late ballooning (as exemplified by the recent 
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articles in the Third Hutton Volume by Paterson et 
al., 1996; Petford, 1996; Weinberg, 1996). In the 
1980's several papers appeared considering whether 
the softening of  the wall rocks by heat released by 
the diapir would enhance the diapir's ability to pen- 
etrate the crust (the hot-Stokes models, e.g., Marsh, 
1982; Morris, 1982; Emerman and Turcotte, 1984; 
Daly and Raefsky, 1985; Mahon et al., 1988; Miller 
et al., 1988). These authors found that the heat- 
content of  single magma diapirs is insufficient to 
considerably enhance diapirism, because faster as- 
cent rates are accompanied by faster cooling rates 
leading to early freezing of  the diapir. More recently, 
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diapirism has been shown to be more efficient than 
previously thought when the power-law rheology of 
the crust is taken into account (Weinberg and Pod- 
ladchikov, 1994). Marsh (1982) suggested that if 
several diapirs followed the same path they could 
form a hot pathway allowing younger diapirs to rise 
increasingly higher before freezing. A related idea, 
derived mainly from field-based studies, is that of the 
nesting of diapirs into each other (e.g., Holder, 1979; 
Bouchez and Diot, 1990; Allen, 1992; Paterson and 
Vernon, 1995). Although these two ideas have been 
in the literature for some time, no previous work 
has explored in detail how and why several diapirs 
follow the same path, and how nested plutons could 
result from this process. 

Tackley and Stevenson (1993) proposed a novel 
self-perpetuating mechanism of magma production 
by decompression melting in the asthenosphere. 
They noted that if an element of rock, partially 
molten or at the onset of melting, is given an in- 
finitesimal velocity upwards, it will undergo decom- 
pression melting and density decrease, increasing 
the upward velocity. The system is thus unstable 
and upward movement will feed itself and lead to 
large-scale melting. In the present paper, this idea is 
applied to the crust, but rather than assuming zero 
heat flux to the base of the model as in Tackley and 
Stevenson (1993), constant temperature at the base 
of the model crust is assumed to explore the serial 
generation of diapirs, their rise and the decompres- 
sion melting they may trigger. 

Clemens and Vielzeuf (1987) argued that volatile 
phase-absent conditions predominate during high- 
-grade metamorphism (upper amphibolite and gran- 
ulite facies) of the lower and middle crust. Melting 
experiments have shown that the solidus tempera- 
tures of crustal and mantle rocks, at water under- 
saturated conditions, increase with depth (pressure) 
at a rate varying between 0 and 5°C/kin depending 
on rock type and water content (Huang and Wyllie, 
1973, 1975; Peterson and Newton, 1989; Parmentier 
and Morgan, 1990; Thompson, 1990; Johannes and 
Holtz, 1991). Thus, deep and hot rocks may melt if 
they are rapidly dragged upwards. Diapirs impose a 
convective movement in the crust by dragging sur- 
rounding rocks upwards and causing rocks further 
away to flow downwards to replace the ascending 
mass (Fig. 1). This convection has two important 

implications: (1) it may lead to decompression melt- 
ing of the ascending rocks, and (2) it feeds the 
magma source with fresh, potentially fertile material 
that may remelt and originate a new diapir. This 
paper studies the consequences of decompression 
melting and renewal of the magma source caused 
by diapirism in the continental crust, by means of 
two-dimensional finite difference models. First de- 
compression melting caused by the rise of a buoyant 
isolated diapir is studied; then the evolution of se- 
quential diapirs originating at a partially molten layer 
at the base of a power-law crust is explored. The re- 
sults may explain the origin of nested plutons or 
large upper crustal batholiths composed of several 
magmatic pulses, and the origin of gneiss domes 
with migmatite cores. 

2. Computation and assumptions 

The computer code used for the two-dimensional 
finite difference numerical simulations was devel- 
oped by Harro Schmeling and was described in 
detail in Weinberg and Schmeling (1992) and Wein- 
berg and Podladchikov (1995). The version of the 
code used here compares the temperature of every 
marker with that of a prescribed solidus curve, and 
determines whether the marker is molten. If a marker 
is warmer than the solidus temperature it becomes 
a new model phase (the partially molten rock) with 
new prescribed density (it is important to emphasize 
that, in contrast to Tackley and Stevenson (1993), the 
melting equations were not solved by the program so 
that the density of the partially molten rock could not 
be calculated, this limitation will be further discussed 
below). Similarly, if a marker was molten in the pre- 
vious step but is now below the solidus temperature, 
it becomes a third model phase (the resolidified rock) 
with properties of its own. When the diapir surround- 
ings undergo partial melting, they become part of the 
diapir and may have either similar or different prop- 
erties to the initial diapir (here I will refer separately 
to the initial diapir and to the partially molten rock). 
In this paper only the densities of the three model 
phases were varied. Melting naturally decreases rock 
viscosity, but for simplicity and improved numerical 
results the viscosity of the partially molten rock was 
assumed equal to that of the solid, except in one case 
where the effect of viscosity decrease upon melting 
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Fig. 1. (a) The initial set-up of the calculations; only half the box is shown because its sides are reflective. The initial temperature 
instability in the upper box had half a wavelength across the width of the box and an amplitude of 0.04 box heights. The initial diapir 
temperature, position and radius were constant: the temperature was equal to that of  the base of the model, the radius was 1/10 of the 
total box height, and the initial position of the centre of the diapir was one radius above the bottom of the model, always on the side 
of the positive temperature instability. Each isotherm corresponds to 1/10 of the total temperature difference between top and bottom 
and each isoviscous line corresponds to half an order of  magnitude change in viscosity. This calculation had viscosities varying from 
4 × 1016 Pas  at the base to 1021 Pas  at the top (middle box), Ap/p = 0.2, and Rc = 2000 (see Table 1). The convective flow indicated 
by the streamlines in the bottom box is concentrated to the low-viscosity region of the model The aspect ratio of  the box was 0.9, and 
corresponds to the characteristic aspect ratio for convection in systems with viscosity variation between top and bottom of the model of  
2.5 x 104 Pa s (White, 1988). (b) The deflection of the isotherms and isoviscous lines by the rising diapir. The diapir grew in size due to 
the addition of partially molten surrounding rocks and is 2.7 times its initial volume including the resolidified material, and 2.3 times the 
volume considering only the partially molten rock (light grey, resolidified rocks in dark grey). Notice how the diapir tends to become a 
flat body as it rises through increasingly viscous crust. Dimensionless time t' = t~:/h 2. 
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was studied. It will be shown below that the low 
viscosity of  the partially molten rocks has very little 
influence on the ascent of  the diapir and on the sys- 
tem as a whole. This results from the relatively small 
influence of  magma viscosity on the ascent velocity 
of  diapirs (e.g., Weinberg and Podladchikov, 1994). 
However, melts of  low viscosity (say < 105 Pa s) may 
give rise to dykes totally changing the physical pro- 
cesses of  transport and emplacement of  the magmas 
generated (as explored in Weinberg, 1996). In this 
paper we disregard this possibility and concentrate 
on the evolution of  diapirs. The two-dimensional ge- 
ometry of  the numerical models is likely to result 
in larger volumes of  melt than would be expected 
for a three-dimensional calculation. This is because 
cylinders rise faster than spheres of  similar radius, 
deflecting the isotherms more efficiently. 

The initial diapir has a radius of  1/10 of  the box 
height (Fig. 1) and may be viewed as composed by 
pure melt or by partially molten rock. Segregation of  
magma from the partially molten rock is not mod- 
elled here and the implications of  this simplification 
will be discussed below. Furthermore, during melting 
and solidification no change in volume is computed. 
The temperatures at the top and bottom of the model 
crust were kept constant and the boundaries were 
free-slip and reflective (Table 1 and Fig. 1). The 
temperature at the top of  the model was chosen ar- 
bitrarily to be 250°C. It is assumed here that this 
temperature corresponds to the brittle-ductile tran- 
sition temperature so that the model only considers 

the viscous warm part of  the crust (in nature the 
brittle~luctile transition is likely to cover a range of  
temperatures and depends on the flow-law parame- 
ters of  the crust, and crustal stresses and strain rates). 
The constant temperature at the base of  the models 
is the simplest boundary condition to study the serial 
generation of  diapirs, and corresponds in nature to a 
crust repeatedly underplated by hot mantle basalts. 
For large viscosity variations across a convecting 
system (> 104 Pa s; Stengel et al., 1982) convection 
is indifferent to whether the prescribed top boundary 
is free-slip or no-slip: in both cases the high-viscos- 
ity top part of  the system behaves as an effective 
no-slip top boundary. Most calculations here in- 
volved Newtonian, temperature-dependent viscosity. 
The flow-law parameters were chosen to yield an up- 
ward viscosity increase across the model of  2.4 × 104 
Pa s (a typical value for crustal rocks submitted to 
tectonic stresses). The dimensional values of  top and 
bottom viscosities used in the models correspond to 
that of  the power-law Westerly granite (Hansen and 
Carter, 1982) submitted to a tectonic strain rate of  
approximately 1.5 x 10 -13 s - l ,  for the prescribed 
temperatures (Table 1). (This is a fast regional tec- 
tonic strain rate but it simulates the effective vis- 
cosities of  the Westerly granite around small diapirs; 
see discussion in Weinberg and Podladchikov, 1994.) 
The aspect ratio of  the box was 0.9, equal to half the 
characteristic wavelength for convection in systems 
with such viscosity variation (from White, 1988). A 
few calculations using different aspect ratios con- 

Table 1 
Dimensional  and d imensionless  parameters  for all  models  

Dimensional parameters 
o t = 2 x  10-7 K -1 r = 3 k m  
Z-r = 250°C Zbottom = 1000°C 
Z = 10 -6 m2/s p = 2800 kg/m 3 

Viscosities in Newtonian model  (Figs. 1-3; in Pa s) 
0T = 1 × 102I ~'/bottom = 4 × 1016 

Viscosi t ies  in power-law model  (Fig. 4; in Pa s) 
r/max ~--- 1 x 1021 r/min = 1.6 x 1016 

Dimensionless parameters 
A p '  = 0.2 AT '  = 0.2 
T~ = 0.96 (Fig. 4) Rc = 2000 (Figs. 1-3) 

h =30km 
A T = 750 K 
Ap = 560 kg/m 3 

At/ = 2.50 × 104 

A 0 = 6.25 x 104 

T~ = 1 (Figs. 1-3) 
Rc = 3400 (Fig. 4) 

= 7.5 × 1017 

= 4.4 x 1017 

A0 is the viscosity ratio between the top and bottom of the model. A low value was chosen for the thermal expansivity (~) of crustal 
rocks to minimise its influence (no thermal convection). 
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firmed that convection was fastest for this aspect 
ratio. 

The number of markers in all calculations was 
270 x 300, with a grid of 81 x 91 for the chemical 
field and 4 times greater resolution for the temper- 
ature field. The time step was kept smaller than 
the diffusion time across one temperature grid, or 
smaller than the time for marker displacement across 
one chemical grid. This resolution was found to be 
within the lower resolution limit for which diapir 
velocities converge, with an error of approximately 
-t-2% (model diapir velocity is sensitive to both the 
chemical and the temperature fields, since the veloc- 
ity of the top of the diapir is a combination of marker 
displacement and upward movement of the melting 
front due to decompression). With this resolution, 
the lower boundary layer during diapir ascent is ap- 
proximately 5 chemical and 20 temperature grids 
thick. 

3. Parameter izat ion 

One of the most important parameters control- 
ling diapirism is the compositional Rayleigh number 
(Rc, defined by Schmeling, 1988 and modified here), 
which describes the ratio of the compositional buoy- 
ancy and dissipative effects of viscosity and heat 
conduction. Rc was found to be an important pa- 
rameter determining the volume of decompression 
melting due to compositional convection (diapirism): 

Apgr2h 
Rc--  

where Ap is the compositional density difference 
between diapir and wall rock (in kg/m3), g the grav- 
itational acceleration (in m/s2), tc the thermal diffu- 
sivity (in me/s), and r is the diapir radius. Since this 
work does not consider the upper brittle layer of the 
crust, h is the height of the viscous part of the crust. 

is the viscosity at the average temperature (T) 
across the viscous crust (following Booker, 1976, 
who determined that when the viscosity for the mean 
temperature between top and bottom boundaries is 
used to calculate the Rayleigh number, the onset of 
convection and the measured heat-flux simulate con- 
vection with constant viscosity fluids). In the case of 
a power-law crust Rc may be estimated by finding 
the effective viscosity of the crust around the diapir 

m 

at T (following Weinberg and Podladchikov, 1994): 

6n-1 

Oeff = 3(n+l)/2A(Apgr)~_le_E/Ry 

where A is the pre-exponential parameter (in Pa -n 
s-l),  E the activation energy (in kJ/mol), R the gas 
constant (in kJ/mol K), n the power-law exponent 
(n = 1 for Newtonian fluids) and T the average 
absolute temperature (in K). 

Two other parameters are necessary to describe 
melting in the crust. One is the dimensionless solidus 
temperature gradient AT',  defined as the ratio be- 
tween the gradient of the solidus curve (dTs/dz) and 
the geothermal gradient (dTg/dz), both assumed to 
increase linearly with depth: 

AT' = dTs/dz 
dTg/dz 

The range of values for AT' in the crust is likely 
to vary considerably due to wide variations in 
the two temperature gradients. Values between 0.1 
and 0.3 seem the most reasonable for decompres- 
sion models (e.g., negative values characteristic of 
water-saturated crust would not lead to decompres- 
sion melting). The other parameter is the melting 
temperature at the base of the crust (Tm) non- 
dimensionalized by the temperature at that depth 
(Tb): 7m' = Tm/Tb. (If 7" < 1 the base of the 
model is partially molten, as in the model of Fig. 4, 
Table 1). 

The initial temperature of the diapir (To), and its 
starting depth also affects decompression melting. 
Whereas Td controls the warming up of the wall 
rocks, its initial depth controls the upward drag on 
the surrounding rocks. These two parameters were 
kept constant as indicated in Fig. 1. The dimensional 
values of all parameters used in the models are listed 
in Table 1. 

4. Results 

4.1. Decompression melting 

Fig. 1 shows how a rising magma diapir can drive 
convection of the viscous crust and cause decom- 
pression melting of the wall rock which adds volume 
and buoyancy to the initial magma body. The up- 
ward movement and the deflection of the isotherms 
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(Fig. lb) lead to strongest decompression melting 
directly beneath the diapir. Decompression melting 
during diapirism is studied here as a function of  Re. 
The density of  the partially molten rock is assumed 
equal to that of  the initial diapir. It is important to 
emphasise that it is not the degree of  partial melt that 
is being calculated but simply the volume of  rock 
that crosses the solidus curve. The degree of  par- 
tial melting is implicitly assumed by the prescribed 
density. 

When a diapir rises through a crust too cold 
to melt, the diapir cools and gradually loses its 
buoyancy and velocity. In a warm and dry crust, de- 
compression melting of  the surrounding rocks adds 
buoyancy to the diapir allowing faster and higher 
rise into the upper crust. Fig. 2 compares the de- 
velopment of  three identical diapirs rising through 
crusts of  the same rheology and temperature profiles. 

The difference between them is that decompression 
melting does not occur in one case, and the two other 
cases have different diapir viscosities. Whereas the 
two diapirs helped by melting rose approximately 5r  
before solidification, the diapir rising through solid 
crust travelled only 2.5r. The small differences be- 
tween the diapirs of  high and low viscosities are 
surprising. Despite the fast initial velocity of  the 
low-viscosity diapir, it froze before the more vis- 
cous diapir. This is because the low friction between 
the low-viscosity diapir and surroundings leads to 
a smaller flow cell on the surroundings and thus 
a smaller deflection of  the isotherms. This in tun] 
results in smaller volumes of  decompressed rocks 
compared to the more viscous case (Fig. 2b). A 
conclusion from this model is that the viscosity 
decrease due to decompression melting of  the sur- 
roundings is of  little significance for diapiric ascent 
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Fig. 2. (a) Dimensionless velocity (V'  = V/z/K), and (b) dimensionless volume of partially molten rock - -  a measure of buoyancy - -  as 
a function of height of the top of three diapirs of equal initial buoyancy rising through a crust of similar viscosity profile (2xp/p = 0 . 2 ,  

Re = 2000). Decompression melting is prevented in one case (no melting), by increasing the solidus temperature of the model crust) and 
allowed in the two others. The difference between the two diapirs where decompression melting occurs is that in one the partially molten 
rock has a viscosity two orders of magnitude lower than the wall rock (at the same temperature), whereas in the other it has the same 
viscosity as the wall rock. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Total rock volume that went beyond the solidus during diapirism (measured after all melt is solidified, filled markers) and 
maximum volume of partially molten rock at any time during ascent (unfilled markers) as a function of Rc. Volumes are given as percent 
of total volume of the model crust. The numbers close to the filled markers correspond to the ratio between the initial and final diapir 
volume. (b) Height of the top of the diapir when solidification ends, at the dimensionless time (t' = t x /H 2) given by the numbers in the 
plot, as a function of Rc. Rc was varied by shifting equally the viscosity at the top and bottom of the model (viscosity ratio between top 
and bottom, A T, constant). In this model Ap/p = 0.2. 

when compared  to the more important  increase in 
buoyancy. 

Fig. 3 shows the results of  a series of  calcula- 
tions a imed  at determining the relation between Rc 
and the volume of  par t ia l ly  molten rocks caused by 
diapir ism, and the height reached by the diapir  at 
the t ime of  solidification. In these calculat ions reso- 
l idified rocks have the same density as the ambient  
rock and behave passively. Two volumes of  part ial ly 
molten rock are given for each calculation. One is 
the max imum volume of  rock above the solidus at 
any t ime during ascent,  a measure of  the maximum 
buoyancy during ascent ( 'max.  molten volume'  in 
Fig. 3a). The other is the total volume of  rock that 
underwent  mel t ing measured after all melt  solidified 
( 'Total '  in Fig. 3a). The rate of  increase in volume of  
par t ia l ly  molten rocks weakens as Rc increases. This 
is due to the upward exponential  increase in viscos- 

ity of  the crust, which causes a rapid decelerat ion 
of  diapirs as they reach high model  crustal levels 
(Fig. 3b). An immediate  geological  impl icat ion of  
the results is that decompress ion caused by the initial  
diapir  may be able to trigger part ial  melt ing of  wall-  
rock volumes several t imes its own volume. Heat 
provided to the surroundings (as in the hot-Stokes 
models)  plays only a minor  role. 

4.2. Sequential diapirs f rom a molten layer at the 
base o f  a power- law crust  

Another  set of  models  explored the sequential  
diapir ism originating from a part ial ly molten layer  
at the base of  a power-law crust. The power-law 
exponent n = 2.9 used in the model  was that of  
the Westerly Granite determined by Carter  et al. 
(1981). The values of  E and A were changed to 
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Fig. 4. (a) Five steps in a calculation in which three diapirs 
(numbered 1 to 3) leave a molten source at the base, and rise 
through power-law crust, melt some of the surroundings through 
decompression and spread close to the top of the model where 
the viscosity, rapidly increases. The wall rock that undergoes 
melting has the same properties (and shading in the figure) 
as the initial diapir. The solidified parts of  the diapir (in dark 
grey) has the same properties as the solid wall rocks and thus 
behave passively during further deformation imposed by the rise 
of younger diapirs. The initial amplitude of the partially molten 
layer in the lower box was prescribed. Viscosity in this model 
varies as a function of strain rate and temperature, from 1016 
Pas  close to the hot diapir, to 1021 Pas  at the top of the model 
(Table 1, these values vary somewhat as the diapir rises). (b) 
Volume of partially molten crust in (a) as a function of time. 
The peaks of rapid melting correspond to the rise of  diapirs 
and decompression melting of the wall-rock. The first diapir is 
more voluminous than the others as a result of the initial set-up 
of the model, whereas the second and third diapirs correspond 
to a more steady regime. (c) Two vertical temperature profiles 
across the centre of  the second diapir on (a) compared to the 
undisturbed temperature profile (fine straight line). One profile 
shows the temperature at early emplacement stages of the diapir 
(1.19 Ma), and the other shows the remaining perturbation after 
1 Ma, just before the third diapir starts to rise. 
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yield a viscosity range similar to that in Fig. 1 
(log A = - 8 . 8  MPa -n s -I ,  E = 79.5 kJ/mol). In 
these models T~ = 0.96 and AT'  = 0.16, so that 
the undisturbed partially molten layer is initially 
approximately 1.4 km thick. A thermal disturbance 
in the form of half a wavelength with an amplitude 
of 0.2 of the box height was introduced to trigger 
the first diapir (bottom box in Fig. 4a; the results 
of a calculation with an initial amplitude of 0.1 
were identical, except for an incubation time of 0.1 
Ma for the first diapir to start its ascent). The flow 
of the model crust associated with the rise of the 
first diapir causes decompression melting along the 
diapir's tail (increase in volume of partially molten 
rock shown by the first spike of Fig. 4b) and drives 
colder and fertile rocks downwards, to the base of 
the crust where they gradually warm up, melt and 
rise as a second diapir. This process results in a series 
of diapirs, each rising and melting the surroundings 
similarly to the isolated blobs studied above. The first 
diapir of the series is larger than the others due to 
the unstable initial set up of the models. Subsequent 
diapirs are smaller but increase in size with time 
as the crust becomes warmer due to heat advected 
by earlier diapirs. Fig. 4b shows the changes in 
the volume of partially molten model crust during 
diapir rise. First, there is a fast increase in volume 
(due to decompression melting) followed by a sharp 
decrease corresponding to the rapid freezing of the 
diapir at upper crustal levels. It follows a period 
of quiescence where the base of the crust slowly 
warms up and melts until the buoyancy becomes 
sufficiently high, decreasing the effective viscosity 
of the power-law crust and allowing another diapir to 
leave the source. 

Fig. 4c shows the temperature profiles of the 
model crust just after the rise of the second diapir 
and just before the rise of the third diapir one million 
years later. The profiles show that the initial steady- 
state geothermal gradient of the model crust was 
strongly perturbed by the diapirs and that the pertur- 
bation lasted long enough to cause more voluminous 
melting under the path of previous diapirs and to 
control the site of renewed magma ascent. Similar 
qualitative results were found in a Newtonian model 
(not shown here). 

The main result of this calculation is that, given a 
long-lasting heat supply to the base of the crust such 

as underplated basalts, the diapiric ascent of crustal 
magmas will cause renewal of the source, renewed 
melting and repetition of the process, resulting in a 
series of diapirs following the same path and nesting 
into each other in the upper crust. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Model limitations 

An important parameter controlling the results is 
the density of the partially molten crust. Since the 
computer code does not solve the melting equations 
this density had to be prescribed a priori. In nature, 
the melt fraction and the density of the partially 
molten rocks may change at different stages of the 
ascent of the diapir, adding a further variable to 
the problem. In the models the properties of the 
initial diapir and the partially molten wall rock were 
assumed equal; obviously this does not need to be 
the case in nature. The partially molten wall rock 
may either be lighter or denser than the initial diapir 
depending on composition and percentage of melt 
in each. If the partially molten rock, mainly at the 
diapir's tail, is lighter than the diapir, it will tend to 
rise into and across the diapir magma to occupy its 
top. Conversely if it is denser it will tend to occupy 
the bottom part and the core of the diapir during 
ascent (see Weinberg, 1992, for a detailed study 
of the distribution of magmas of different densities 
inside rising diapirs). In either case, the result is a 
zoned pluton. 

Melt segregation from the partially molten wall 
rocks into the diapir was not modelled here. It is 
possible that once the melt in the partially molten 
rock becomes interconnected (melt fraction > ~5%), 
it starts to segregate and migrate into the diapir. 
If the diapir rises rapidly as compared to typical 
segregation time scales, very little melt will be added 
to the diapir. However, as the diapir slows in colder 
crust, more melt may migrate into and inflate the 
diapir. 

The next step in understanding the processes pro- 
posed here is to solve the melting equations and 
add melt segregation (as was done for the astheno- 
sphere by Tackley and Stevenson, 1993). Despite the 
assumptions and simplifications the calculations cap- 
ture the essence of a hitherto undescribed mechanism 
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for crustal melting that may enhance the penetration 
ability of diapirs, trigger melting and lead to sequen- 
tial diapirism. 

5.2. Decompression melting 

The hot-Stokes diapir models established that al- 
though heat softening of the diapir's surroundings 
allows faster ascent rates, it also accelerates diapir 
cooling limiting the distance that magma diapirs 
rise before solidifying (e.g., Marsh, 1982; Mahon 
et al., 1988). Heat softening is effective when the 
velocity of the diapir is slow enough to produce a 
wide thermal boundary layer but fast enough to keep 
this boundary layer from becoming too wide. Ideal 
conditions for thermal softening were found to be 
between Peclet numbers (Pe = Vr/K, where V is 
diapir velocity) of 1 and 100 (e.g., Daly and Raef- 
sky, 1985). In contrast, decompression melting is 
favoured by, but not limited to, high Pe because this 
allows an effective upward bending of the isotherms 
without time for thermal reequilibration of the dis- 
turbance. Decompression melting can also occur for 
lower Pe since it depends also on other parameters 
such as the dimensionless solidus temperature gra- 
dient (AT')  and dimensionless melting temperature 
at the base of the crust (Tin). In most of the models 
above, the initial Pe of the diapirs was higher than 
100, resulting in little heat loss and a narrow ther- 
mal aureole through most of the ascent. Melting was 
mostly due to decompression and restricted to the 
diapir's tail. 

The results presented here suggest that given con- 
ditions where decompression melting may occur (hot 
crust, low solidus temperature, high diapir buoyan- 
cy), the initial diapir may cause the partial melting 
of wall rocks several times its own volume. In this 
way, the thermal and mechanical energy spent by the 
diapir during its ascent (by heating and dragging the 
wall rock) is partly recovered. 

5.3. Sequential diapirism and nested plutons 

Several zoned plutons, particularly those with 
sharp internal contacts, have been interpreted as 
resulting from the nesting of sequential diapirs (e.g., 
Holder, 1979; Tindle and Pearce, 1981; Ramsay, 
1989; Bouchez and Diot, 1990; Allen, 1992). Partic- 

ularly interesting is the case of the reversely zoned 
Turtle pluton in California where a schlieren zone 
several tens of metres wide and concentric with the 
outline of the pluton separates a core facies from 
a rim sequence (Allen, 1992). The schlieren zone 
is highly strained and composed of coarse-grained 
granodiorite, with a strong foliation and subvertical 
screens of wall-rock gneiss. The model proposed 
by her for the origin of the Turtle pluton is that 
it comprises two nested diapirs derived from a sin- 
gle magma chamber at depth, the first diapir (the 
rim sequence) being now separated from the sec- 
ond diapir (the core facies) by the highly deformed 
schlieren zone. Several zoned plutons show com- 
positional pulses that are not related to a single 
parent magma but reflect different source materi- 
als or separately evolved magmas (e.g., Tindle and 
Pearce, 1981; Allen, 1992; Stephens, 1992), suggest- 
ing that they are not differentiated in situ but result 
from the emplacement of different magma pulses. 
Paterson and Vernon (1995) reviewed the data on 
several zoned plutons such as the Ardara, in Ireland, 
Cannibal Creek, in Australia and Pappoose Flat, in 
California, and argued based on the chemistry of the 
different magma pulses and on structural grounds 
that they resulted from the nesting of diapirs. 

A direct consequence of sequential diapirism is 
the nesting of diapirs as they become trapped in the 
upper, stiffer upper crust (Fig. 4a). In the viscous 
models above, diapirs are unable to pierce through 
the surroundings. Therefore there is always a thin 
layer of wall rocks surrounding diapirs (Fig. 4) that 
separates the nested diapirs in a similar way to that 
observed in the Turtle pluton (Allen, 1992). For 
magma diapirs to pierce the crust and nest directly 
into each other, it is necessary to appeal to other 
mechanisms such as a combination of block stoping 
and assimilation. 

The time gap between diapirs is a function of 
crustal viscosity, density decrease upon melting, heat 
flow into the base of the crust and heat diffusivity of 
crustal rocks, geothermal gradient and solidus tem- 
perature of crustal rocks. In Fig. 4, the temperature 
at the bottom of the model crust was kept constant. 
In nature, this needs not be the case. If the heat 
conducted to the base of the crust increases or de- 
creases with time, each melting pulse becomes more 
or less voluminous and the time gap between pulses 
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might decrease or increase, respectively. Conditions 
in Fig. 4 were such that the time gap between di- 
apirs was sufficiently large so that preceding diapirs 
are solid when younger ones leave the source, but 
sufficiently short so that the thermal disturbance had 
not totally vanished. The remaining disturbance al- 
lowed younger diapirs to rise faster through lower 
viscosity crust, and to solidify at slightly shallower 
levels than previous diapirs. Had the time gap been 
shorter, younger diapirs would have risen into a 
molten older diapir; had the time gap been longer, 
the lack of thermal disturbance caused by the first 
diapir would have allowed younger diapirs to ini- 
tiate at a random position. The time gaps between 
the model diapirs are of the same order of mag- 
nitude as the 2 Ma time gaps between the three 
magma pulses in the Tuolomne pluton, California, 
revealed by detailed geochronological work (Kistler 
and Fleck, 1994). The sequential ascent of diapirs in 
the models might also explain the pulsating or even 
the periodic character of magmatic activity along 
volcanic arcs and large multipulse batholiths in the 
upper crust (Pitcher, 1993, p. 187). 

Renewal of the source caused by the diapiric 
rise of magmas contrasts with the increasingly re- 
fractory nature of the source resulting from the re- 
moval of melt by an interconnected network of veins 
and dykes. Because dyking is unable to renew the 
source, melting will rapidly stop unless the source 
is renewed by other external processes (e.g., tec- 
tonic deformation), or by raising isotherms or water 
content. In nature, diapir-driven convection of the 
crust brings different rocks to the high-temperature 
magma source zone. Their melting gives rise to mag- 
mas of different geochemical signature compared to 
previous magma diapirs. The process modelled here 
suggests an origin to nested plutons which also ex- 
plains the varied geochemical signature of each new 
pulse. In this model, the source point remains fixed, 
but rocks flow into it, melt and rise. 

5.4. Gneiss domes 

Although this paper has concentrated mainly on 
the rise of magmas, decompression melting may also 
result from the rise of light rocks such as gneisses 
(Weinberg and Podladchikov, 1995) and mantle 
plumes. The deeper parts of several gneiss domes 

The Hagar migmatite sheet 
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Fig. 5. Schematic convective movement of the Hagar migmatite 
sheet (in white) of east Greenland (as interpreted by Talbot, 
1979). The basement is likely to be granulites (dark grey) and 
the rocks surrounding the migmatite sheet are metasediments 
(light grey). 

are composed of migmatites (Talbot, 1979; Brun, 
1983). The models here suggest that irrespective of 
which started first, doming or melting, the two pro- 
cesses reinforce each other. If the lower crust domes, 
its warmer parts may melt causing faster doming; 
conversely, if melting starts, buoyancy-driven dom- 
ing may cause further melting. The gneisses and 
migmatites in Greenland form multiple sheets of 
migmatites, or recumbent folds which spread hori- 
zontally for tens of kilometres over metasedimentary 
rocks (Talbot, 1979 and references therein). Rather 
than being emplaced as the gneiss-cored nappes of 
the Swiss Alps from a single linear root zone, the 
gneiss sheets in Greenland seem to spread in a va- 
riety of directions, starting from the top of several 
linear centres in which nearly vertical movement oc- 
curred. The field descriptions and crustal sections 
presented by Talbot (Fig. 5) closely correspond to 
the two-dimensional models above, and were as- 
cribed by him to some form of crustal convection. 
Detailed study of the area (structural mapping, deter- 
mination of pressure-temperature-time paths) may 
provide comprehensive field support to the ideas put 
forward here. 

In summary, the results above suggest that the 
combination of diapirism and decompression melt- 
ing is an efficient way of melting large crustal vol- 
umes in a few million years. The result of this 
process may be nested plutons or fiat mid- to up- 
per-crustal multipulse batholiths, each pulse rising 
from the same point in the lower crust controlled 
by the thermal disturbance caused by the previous 
diapir. The batholith would typically be emplaced 
beneath extensional zones (caused by its own em- 
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placement) and would overlie a crust that has un- 
dergone some degree of convection. The batholith 
would be flanked by shortening zones in rocks of 
lower metamorphic grade (corresponding to the con- 
vection downwellings). Ideal crustal conditions for 
large melting events and diapirism are a warm and 
thick crust, with a steep geothermal gradient in the 
upper (brittle) crust, and high temperature but gentle 
geothermal gradient in the lower crust. These con- 
ditions may be found in Andean-type orogenic belts 
where the thermal profile is disturbed by intra- and 
under-plating of mantle-derived magmas. Although 
an external heat source may ultimately drive melting 
and diapirism, the volume of partially molten rock 
is not simply linked with the amount of heat flow 
into the crust. The amount of melt depends also on 
dynamical processes such as decompression melting 
of the wall rocks and on the renewal of the source by 
the crustal motion imposed by diapirs. Contrary to 
the perception expressed in Brown (1994), diapirism 
may be an efficient mechanism of magma transport 
through the viscous crust. 

6. Conclusion 

The idea of several diapirs following the same 
path and nesting into each other at emplacement 
level has been in the literature for nearly two 
decades. This paper studied this process. The models 
show that, given a long-lasting heat source at the 
base of the crust, the ability of one diapir to renew 
the magma source with fertile rocks to originate a 
new diapir leads to sequential diapirs that will nest 
into each other in the upper crust. The temperature 
disturbance caused by previous diapirs controls the 
position of ascent of new diapirs and may enhance 
their ability to penetrate the crust. Each magma 
pulse lasts 104-105 years, and the time in between 
pulses lasts 105-106 years. This process contrasts 
with magma ascent through dykes, where the source 
rapidly becomes refractory, and a new melt pulse re- 
quires either a renewal of the source through tectonic 
activity or an increase in temperature or water influx. 

This paper studied also how decompression melt- 
ing enhances diapirism and showed how the thermal 
and mechanical energy spent by the diapir may be 
partly regained in the form of increased buoyancy. 
This paper suggests that diapirism and decompres- 

sion melting may interact to create favourable con- 
ditions for production, transport and emplacement 
in the upper crust of large volumes of felsic mag- 
mas. East Greenland with its domes and sheets of 
migmatites might provide a test area for the ideas 
above. 
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